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VDM Verlag Aug 2008, 2008. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu.
220x150x5 mm. This item is printed on demand - Print on
Demand Neuware - Nursing programs in the United States are
not able to accept all qualified applicants. Because of a severe
shortage of nurses, it is critical that schools of nursing accept
the candidates most likely to be successful. This book reflects a
study with two hundred and fifty subjects from eight different
associate degree nursing programs located across the state of
Oklahoma. The study explored the relationship between the
individual independent variables of academic self-efficacy,
prior academic success, demographic variables; and the
dependent variable of success in a first semester associate
degree-nursing course. Analysis of data was completed using
the Pearson correlational statistic, followed by linear
regression techniques. Variables that were statistically
significant in predicting continuation to the second nursing
course included the ACT composite score and total self-efficacy
score. These variables accounted for only 8.6 of the variance in
continuation status. Variables that were statistically significant
in predicting course grade included the ACT composite and
age. These variables accounted for only 9.1% of the variance in
course grade. 88 pp. Englisch.
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Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very
happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he
very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua  Ger hold PhD-- Joshua  Ger hold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its
been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Mea g a n Roob-- Mea g a n Roob
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